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Baltimore City IT Services Company, Delmock Technologies, Inc., awarded 

U.S. Department of Education’s $15.8M Security Engineering and 

Architecture Support contract. 
 
The United States Department of Education (ED), Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) 

Information Assurance Service (IAS) on September 29th, awarded to Delmock Technologies (DTI) 

Security Engineering and Architecture Support (SE&A) contract. This was a competitive three-year 

requirement through the Chief Information Officer–Solutions and Partners 3 (CIO-SP3) Historically 

Underutilized Business Zone (HUBZone) contract vehicle. 

As the SE&A contractor, DTI implement best-practices, risk-based program management approach to 

drive cost, schedule, and performance efficiencies. ED’s OCIO is leading the charge to implement 

Federal and statutory IT policies, guide ED’s leadership and divisions as the Department navigates 

modern-day cybersecurity challenges. A critical element of the OCIO’s responsibilities is protection of all 

IT resources and safeguarding ED’s assets against known and emerging vulnerabilities and threats. DTI 

will manage ED’s capabilities for Incident Response Program and ED Security Operations Center 

(EDSOC) providing incident response and forensic services, manages ED’s Threat Prevention solutions, 

supports ED’s Government-wide cloud authorizations, provides code review support, and manages 

Trusted Internet Connection (TIC) compliance. 

CEO and President, Winston DeLattiboudere shares, “Team DTI is the excited to align the ED’s OCIO 

Governance, Security, IT, and business practices. We provide the necessary people, processes, and tools 

for strategic change and increased organizational agility, enabling the enterprise to evolve with changing 

Federal mandates, regulations, policies, and business process needs.” 

About Delmock Technologies, Inc. (DTI)  

DTI is a HUBZone, CMMI Level III award winning contractor – receiving the American Public Health 

Association (APHA) prestigious Community Services Award for Outstanding Service, in 2016. DTI has 

provided exceptional support to the federal government for over 17 years.  It has garnered a reputation for 

efficiency, innovation and collaboration.   Thus, our past performance is focused on "delivering 

measurable, repeatable and predictable solutions in the Federal Sector".  DTI provides Program 

Management, Business Process, Knowledge Management, Technical Infrastructure Support, Application 

Development/Integration, and Cyber Security/Information Assurance services.  www.delmock.com  

 

About NIH Information Technology Acquisition and Assessment Center (NITAAC) 

NITAAC (NIH Information Technology Acquisition and Assessment Center) is housed within the 

Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH), and is a full-

service acquisition program that has been designated a federal Executive Agent, authorized by the Office 

of Management and Budget (OMB) to administer three Government-Wide Acquisition Contracts 

(GWACs) for information technology (IT) acquisitions. (NITAAC) has named 54 companies to its Chief 

Information Officers-Solutions and Partners 3 government-wide acquisition contract with a ceiling of $20 

billion. The 10-year indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity contract offers IT support for Federal 

Enterprise Architecture, the Federal Health Architecture and the Defense Department Enterprise 

Architecture. The CIO-SP3 GWAC also provides services, including data center consolidation, cloud 

computing, health IT, mobility and cybersecurity. www.nitaac.nih.gov 
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